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AbstrncL A detailed calculation of the momentum dislributions in paramagnetic (BE) 
chromium i s  carried out using the linear combination of Gaussian orbitals (LCGO) method. 
Using the Same electmn wavefunctions. theoretical resulls are obtained far Complon 
scattering and positron annihilation, and are presented in the torm at electmn momentum 
distributions p ( p ) ,  reciprocal form facton B( z ) .  two-photon momentum distributions 
p * T ( p ) ,  onedimensional angular correlation of positron annihilation radiation, Lock- 
CrispWest distributions, etc. Thew resultl are analysed in terms of the Fermi surface 
topology of paramagnetic Cr. It is ohsewed that, within the independent-particle model, 
the LCGO theory shows clme agreement with other theories and Salisfactory agreement 
wilh experiment. In particular. the prewnl mul ls  for p ” ( p )  are compared wilh lhare 
reconsttuded by Kubta et d fmm their two-dimensional angular correlation of posilron 
annihilation radiation memurements. Observed differences are ascribed to the cEeecfs of 
e+*- many-lwdy correlations and the remnstluclion procedure. 

1. Introduction 

Among the 3d transition metals, the band structure and Fermi surface of paramagnetic 
(BCC) chromium (Cr) has invoked special research interest for some important rea- 
sons. First, Cr undergoes a phase transition from the antiferromagnetic to the para- 
magnetic phase at 311.5 K, and the antiferromagnetic phase further shows a spin-Rip 
transition a t  118 K Such a magnetic ordering in Cr has been explained [ l ]  in terms 
of a spin-density wave whose wavevector may be closely related to the topology of 
the Fermi surface of Cr in the paramagnetic phase above 311.5 K Secondly, the band 
structure and Fermi surface of the VIB group of metals, paramagnetic Cr, MO and W, 
show striking similarities [Z] and hence are of special interest. Thirdly, Cr forms an 
interesting alloy system with its neighbouring element V, and knowledge of the Fermi 
surface of Cr is useful to understand these alloys. All this calls for a careful theoret- 
ical and experimental study of the band structure and Fermi surface of paramagnetic 
Cr. Experimentally, however, the conventional Fenniology methods (e.g. de Haasvan 
Alphen effect) require the measurements to  be carried out at very low temperatures, 
thus making it impossible to study Cr in its paramagnetic (BCC) phase. However, 
the experimental techniques of Compton scattering [3, 41 and positron annihilation 
[5, 61, which measure the Fermi surface through the momentum distributions, do not 
suffer from this limitation. In view of this, the paramagnetic phase of Cr has been 
studied by measuring directional Compton prOfil@ [7-91 and one-dimensional ( 1 ~ )  
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or two-dimensional (ZD) angular correlation of positron annihilation radiation (ACAR) 
[lo-151. Usually the electron momentum distributions p ( p )  involved in Compton scat- 
tering and the two-photon momentum distributions p2'(p) involved in positron anni- 
hilation are theoretically calculated within the independent-particle model (IPM) using 
an established band-structure method [4, 61. For a more complete description, it is 
necessaly to include e-*- correlations [4] in p ( p )  and positron wavefunction as well 
as e++- many-body correlations [6] in p2'(p). It has been shown [la, 171 that the ef- 
fect of e-+- correlations on p ( p )  is to raise some electrons from levels just below the 
Fermi level (p  = pF) to those above it. This effect reduces the height of the disconti- 
nuity (i.e. step function) that marks the Fermi surface without shifting its position from 
p = pF. When a positron enters a metal it probes momentum distributions, which are 
affected by the positron wavefunction and e++- many-body correlations. As a result 
the shape of p27(p)  is different from that of p ( p )  although both distributions display 
discontinuities a t  p = pF [18]. Valuable information about the Fermi surface of a tran- 
sition metal can thus be obtained by a complementary study of p ( p )  and p27(p ) .  For a 
systematic understanding of the above effects it is useful to calculate p ( p )  and p2'(p) 
using the same set of electron wavefunctions and the same band-structure method. 

Theoretical Compton profiles for paramagnetic Cr have been calculated by (i) 
Wakoh et a1 [19] using the augmented plane-wave (APW) method, (ii) Rath et a1 [20] 
using the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) method and (iii) Laurent et 
a1 [21] using the linear combination of Gaussian orbitals (LCGO) method and the 
KohnShamGaspar exchange potential. Recently Cardwell and Cooper [22] have 
shown that better treatment of exchange and correlation effects in the LCGO theory 
is important for an accurate description of the Compton profiles of paramagnetic 
Cr. Cardwell er a1 [9] and Wakoh and Matsumoto [23] have carried out a more 
comprehensive calculation of the Compton profiles in paramagnetic Cr incorporating 
the electron correlation effects. The calculation of p 2 y ( p )  in paramagnetic Cr has 
been carried out using the APW [lo, 24, 251, Hubbard-Mijnarends [&28] and linear 
muffin-tin orbitals (LMTO) [13, 141 methods. 

Keeping all this work in mind, we have carried out a more detailed calculation 
of p ( p )  and p2'(p) in paramagnetic Cr by incorporating two improvements in 
the previously reported LCGO method [21]. First, the treatment of exchange and 
correlation potential has been improved. Secondly, the LCGO method has been 
extended [29] so that p z y ( p )  and ACAR distributions, in addition to p ( p )  and 
Compton profiles, can be calculated using the same set of electron wavefunctions. The 
results of the present calculations have been analysed in terms of the Fermi surface of 
paramagnetic Cr and compared with the experimentally measured Compton profiles 
and ACAR data for paramagnetic Cr. In particular, the theoretical p2'(p) curves 
calculated by us are compared with experimental p 2 7 ( p )  reconstructed by Kubota er 
a/ [15] from 2D ACAR data SetS. 

2. Calculational procedure 

The all-electron self-consistent LCGO method used by us to calculate p ( p )  and p z y ( p )  
has been described elsewhere [29-311, and it carries certain advantages like its self- 
consistent character and the absence of any shape-dependent appmximations. An- 
other advantage of this method relevant for the calculation of these momentum 
distributions is the Gaussian nature of the basis functions, which allows one to com- 
pute p ( p )  and p 2 7 ( p )  up to a desired high value of momentum (p) analytically and 
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accurately. This feature assures greater accuracy because the Compton profiles (or 
ACAR curves) are obtained from p(p) or 2'(p) by a numerical integration in the 
p-space. A basic doubt might be expressed about the validity of the KohnSham 
single-particle orbitals for the calculation of these momentum distributions, particu- 
larly from the point of view of incorporating many-body effects. However, previous 
calculations of the Compton profiles of V [32, 331, Cr [21], Fe [20, 341, Ni [35, 361, 
Nb [37], Pd [a] and Ag [39] and ACAR curves of V [33], Fe [34], Ni [29] and Cu 
[29, 401 performed with the self-consistent m o  method have shown that, within the 
independent-particle model (IPM), these results show good agreement with other band 
theories (e.g. M W )  and satisfactory agreement with experiment. The residual many- 
body effects that are not taken into account in the present LCGO method (within IPM) 
can be added later as corrections. Although this might appear as an ad hoc solution 
to the many-body problem, similar procedures have been applied (see discussion in 
the next section) for the LMTO [13, 14, 411 and MW [Z] methods to bring theory 
closer to experiment. Such an ad hoc procedure is made necessary by the difficulties 
involved in treating the many-body effects using an ab initio approach. 

Another effect that can cause some inaccuracy in the present LCGO method (and 
in some other IPM methods) is the neglect of the non-local nature of the exchange- 
correlation potential. Our calculations for Cu using the non-local potential in the 
LCGO method [42] have indicated that non-locality causes less than 4% change in 
the momentum distributions while the bandwidths change by 5-10 mRyd. The effect 
on the Fermi surface topology was observed to be minor. Barbiellini and Jarlborg 
[43] have used non-local potentials in their self-consistent calculations of the band 
structure of V, Cu, Nb and Pd using the LMTo method, and have observed that the 
non-locality in exchange and correlation causes minor changes in the properties of 
the Fermi surface of these metals. For example, it was found that the non-locality 
slightly reduces the  size of third-band distorted ellipsoidal hole surfaces centred at N 
in V In other studies [13, 141 the effect of non-locality has been simulated for Fe by 
treating the centre of gravity E, of d bands (calculated within the local-density ap- 
proximation) as a parameter. The values of E, were displaced by few mRyd so that 
a better agreement was obtained with the experimental results for the Fermi surface. 
Such a parametrization also caused minor changes in the momentum distributions. 
In view of the fact that there is no experimental determination of the Fermi surface 
of paramagnetic Cr, we could not attempt a similar simulation of non-local effects in 
the present work 

The present calculations used the Gaussian basis set consisting of thirteen s, ten 
p, five d and one f functions with the value of lattice constant Q = 5.4419 au. The 
previous E G O  calculation of the Compton profile (CP) by Laurent ef a1 [21] used the 
KohnShamGaspar exchange potential, while the present work used the exchange 
correlation potential of von Barth and Hedin [44] as modified by Rajagopal et al [45]. 
The positron wavefunction (with rl symmetry) was calculated within the framework 
of LCGO theory using seven s Gaussian orbitals, and by reversing the sign of the elec- 
tron potential and removing the exchange part. The distributions p ( p )  contributed 
by the band electrons were calculated up to p = 10.0 au by using a total of 2123 
reciprocal lattice vectors. The distributions, so calculated, resulted in a value of 5.98 
band electrons, thus indicating the high accuracy involved. The distributions, p2'(p 
were computed up to p = 4.0 au using a total of 135 reciprocal lattice vectors. It is 
pointed out that these calculations were carried out in the IPM, and no corrections 
were made for the e-+- or for e++- correlations in the first stage. 
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3. Resulls and discussion 

3.1. Band structure and Fermi surface 

The electronic band structure and Fermi Surface of paramagnetic Cr obtained by U 
are similar to those reported by Laurent et a1 1211. The density of states N(E = E p )  
at the Fermi energy is found to be 9.67 states/ atom Ryd, which compares well with 
other theoretical values of 9.41 states/ atom Ryd [21] and 9.51 states/ atom Ryd 
[MI. The Fermi surfacc of paramagnetic Cr is shown schematically in figure 1 and 
it displays the following familiar features: (i) the fourth band (the 4s rl level be- 
ing numbered as the first band) electron jack (e4) centred at the point r; (ii) the 
third-band octahedral hole pockets (h3) centred at the point H, (iu) the third-band 
ellipsoidal hole pockets (h3) centred at the point N; and (iv) the fifth-band thin elec- 
tron lenses (es) lying along the symmetry axes A (joining r to H). This topology of 
the Fermi surface will be useful later during our discussionbf the structures observed 
in our results for p ( p )  and p2'(p). 

3.2. Distributions p(p) and Complon profiles 

'RI test the quality of the electron wavefunctions obtained by us for paramagnetic Cr, 
we first calculated p ( p )  and directional Compton profiles. The results for p ( p )  con- 
tributed by the band electrons of paramagnetic Cr along the three directions (loo), 
(110) and (111) are shown in figure 2. Comments on the shape and structure in 
these distributions will be made later when we shall discus the results for p*'(p). At 
this stage we only point out that the plots shown in figure 2 can be useful in future 
for comparing theory with experimental p ( p )  reconstructed from a set of directional 
Compton profiles measured with high resolution. Such a reconstruction of p ( p )  in 
Fe has already been attempted using a set of 14 directional Compton profiles [47] . 

A comparison of the present results for the weighted areas under the pure s-, 
p- and d-wave contributions to p ( p )  and p2'(p) along the (loO), (110) and (111) 
directions in paramagnetic Cr is shown in table 1. It is observed from these results 
that the angular momentum dependence of these momentum distributions is highly 
anisotropic with the percentage of d contributions being highest for p ( p )  along the 
(111) direction. We feel that this behaviour can give rise to anisotropy in the e-*- 
correlation effects observed in the Compton profile data [9]. 

Using the results for p ( p )  we computed the Compton profiles along the (loo), 
(110) and (111) directions. These directional Compton profiles contributed by the I 
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Tmbk 1. ?he ratio of the weighted areas of pure s. p and d contributions a to Ihe total 
momenlum distributions in paramagnetic Cr. 

State 

Direction s P d 

P(P) P'YP) P ( P )  P Y P )  P(P) P V P )  
( 1 W  0.103 0.111 0.115 0.115 0.741 0.m 
(110) 0.1W 0.1% 0.074 0.135 0.791 0.580 
(111) 0.043 O.Os0 0.058 0.093 0.645 0.450 

a ?he sum of s, p and d mntribulions along any direction d o a  not add up to 1.030 
because lhc hybridized pan is not taken into account. 

band electrons showed a close agreement with the previous calculations using the 
LCGO method [Zl]. mtal (i.e. core + band) Compton profiles were obtained by 
adding the contribution of core electrons (reported by Biggs et a1 [ a ] )  to that of 
band electrons. The total Compton profiles so obtained for the (loo), (110) and (111) 
directions were compared with the theoretical APW and LCAO results (as reported by 
Cardwell ef a1 [9]) and experimental results [9] after proper convolution with the 
detector resolution function (Gaussian having FWHM = 0.40 au). Such a comparison 
once again showed a close agreement between the present results and the other (i.e. 
Apw and LCAO) theories. However, a comparison of the present results for the direc- 
tional Compton profile J ( p , )  and the difference curves A J ( p , )  = (.TI," - Jlw), etc, 
with measured J ( p , )  and A J ( p , )  curves [9] showed discrepancies observed previ- 
ously when the APW and LCAO theories were compared with experiment. Thus the 
present theoretical J ( p , )  curves showed similar shapes to the measured J ( p , )  curves 
but the theory seemed to overestimate the Compton profile in the low-momentum 
region ( p ,  < 1.0 au). In the case of the difference curves A J ( p , ) ,  satisfactory 
agreement was obtained with the experiment for the (ill01 - [loo]) directions for 
the general shape and pitch of the oscillatory cuwes, with the theory showing larger 
amplitudes. The agreement for the ( [ l l l ]  - [loo]) and ([ l l l ]  - [110]) directions was 
not so good. Results of a similar comparison have been presented by Cardwell et a1 
[9], and hence we have not shown them here. Such discrepancies between theory and 
experiment have been observed in other 3d metals, and they have been attributed to 
the effects of e-+- correlation. Cardwell et a1 [9] and Wakoh and Matsumoto [23] 
have successfully shown how to calculate the anisotropic e-+- correlation effects 
for the directional Compton profiles of Cr. Since the present theory is based on the 
local-density approximation, the e-+- correlation effects have to be included sepa- 
rately. We attempted to include these effects by using the tables of correlation correc- 
tion t e rm given by Cardwell et a1 [9], although their APW density-of-states function 
might be different from the present LCGO theory. We observed that such a treatment 
brought the present theory in closer agreement with experiment, although small resid- 
ual disagreement still remained. A conclusion reached by us after making all these 
comparisons is that within the IPM the quality of the present LCGO electron wavefunc- 
tions is as good as that obtained from the APW and previous LCAO theories, and that 
they provide a good basis to describe the momentum distributions in paramagnetic Cr. 

In order to analyse the theoretical Compton profiles further, we have computed 
their Fourier transform B ( z ) ,  also known as the reciprocal form factor or autocor- 
relation function in the literature [4, 51. The directional B( z )  functions obtained by 
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us along the [100], (1101 and I1111 directions are shown in figure 3, and they show an 
anisotropy in position space arising out of the charge asphericity (of the d states in 
particular) in paramagnetic Cr. We could not construct the experimental B( 2) curves 
because the measured Compton profiles were available for a small number of points 
[9]. It is well known [49, 501 that, in solids having fully occupied Brillouin zones 
(BZ), B ( z )  = 0 whenever z = zi. the lattice vector. This condition is, however, not 
fulfilled in metals and the zero crossings of B ( z )  do not occur at z = zi. In param- 
agnetic Cr the values of zi along the [100], [110] and [lll] directions occur at 5.44, 
7.70 and 4.71 au respectively. The theoretical B ( z )  functions (figure 3) consist of 
pronounced minima along the [lo01 and [110] directions and a pronounced shoulder- 
like structure along the [lll] direction. The zeros of B( z )  are observed (figure 2) at 
z = 3.1, z = 4.85 and z = 6.8 au along the [100] direction and at L = 7.5 and 11.0 
au along the [110] direction. This behaviour does not indicate any systematic pattern, 
and it is difficult to explain it in simple terms. It has been pointed out that there is a 
preferential (72%) occupancy of t, orbitals along the nearest-neighbour [lll] direc- 
tions in paramagnetic Cr [9]. We &el that this fact might be related to the shoulder 
exhibited by the B ( z )  curve in the range z = 4-8 au along the [lll] direction. 

3.3. Dirnibutions p z y ( p )  and ACAR curves 

The results for pz’(p) due to the band electrons of paramagnetic Cr calculated by us 
are presented in figures 2, 4 and 5 in different ways. While the directional behaviour 
of p2’(p) along the important symmetry directions (loo), (110) and (111) is brought 
out in figure 2, the surfaces pz’(p,, p , ,  p ,  = 0) in the (001) and (110) planes passing 
through the r point (centre of the BZ) are shown in figures 4(a)  and ( b )  respectively. 
The contours of the p2’(p) surfaces in the (001). (110) and (li2) planes passing 
through the r point are shown in figures 5(a),  ( b )  and ( c )  respectively. As expected, 
the general shapes of p ( p )  and p2’(p) and the structures appearing in them (figure 
2) are similar, the differences being due to the effects of positron wavefunction. While 
the general shapes of these momentum distributions are determined by the electron 
(and positron) wavefunctions, the characteristic structures observed in figure. 2 arise 
out of the topology of the Fermi surface. (figure 1). Thus the discontinuities occurring 
in the p ( p )  and pz’(p)  curves (figure 2) on either side of the N point (p = 0.82 
au) along the (110) direction and H‘ p i n t  (p = 2.0 au) along the (111) direction 
are due to the N-centred ellipsoidal hole pocket (h3) and H-centred octahedral hole 
pocket (h3) (shown in figure 1) respectively. The Umklapp image of the N-centred 
ellipsoidal hole pocket is seen in the high-momentum region (p > 2.25 au) along the 
(110) direction. 

The surfaces of p2’(p) presented in figure 4 show close similarity with those 
calculated by the Hubbard-Mijnarends method [28] and they bring out the topology 
of the Fermi surface of paramagnetic Cr in greater detail. Thus the N-centred ellip- 
soidal hole pocket (h3) is observed in the (100) plane (figure 4 ( a ) )  in the form of 
hollow craters situated at p ,  = p ,  = +(2n/a)/&. Similarly tower-like structures 
are observed in the (100) plane (figure 4(a)) around p ,  = k1.16 au, p ,  = ic1.16 au, 
and they are attributed to the fourth-band electron jack (e4) (figure 1). It is pointed 
out that this sheet, e4, of the Fermi surface is prevented from contributing to p ( p )  Or 
p2’(p) inside the first BZ because of the symmetry selection rule [Sl]. The effect of 
the N-centred ellipsoidal hole pocket (h3) is also seen in the (110) plane (figure 4(b)) 
in the form of hollow craters. Also seen in figure 4(b )  are the effects of H-centred 
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"8. 0 

P (0.u.) 

Figum 2. Theoretical (KGO) p(p)  (*) and 
p2T(p)  (+) mnuibuled by Ihe band electrons of 
paramagnetic Cr along the (Im). (110) and (111) 
direelions. 

-0.2 
0 L.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 

I bul- 

Figure 3. Theoretical ( E G O )  B ( r )  functions in 
paramagnetic Cr along the (1W). (110) and (111) 
direclions. The lheorelical Compton profiles were 
convoluted with a Gaussian of WHM = 0.40 au 
before taking the Fourier lransfarm. 

octahedral hole pockets (h,) at p ,  = f ( 2 7 r / a ) ,  p ,  = 0 and the effects of the r- 
centred electron jack (e4) around r, i.e. p ,  = O,py = &(27r/a). A better visual 
presentation of these structures is available in the contour plots shown in figure 5. 
Thus the effect of the N-centred ellipsoidal hole pocket (h3) in  the ( l i 2 )  plane shows 
up effectively in figure S(c) in the form of two pockets around the point N and four 
pockets lying on the remaining faces (lines joining P and F points). The difference in 
the shapes and orientation of these pockets (figure S(c ) )  provide a valuable clue to 
the ellipsoidal shape of these Fermi surface sheets (e.g. the dimensions of this hole 
pocket along NH, NT and NP are approximately in the ratio 1:1.68:1.75). 

In order to compare the theoretical results (figures 2, 4 and 5 )  with experiment 
we have used the results obtained by Kubota ef a1 [15], who measured the ZD ACAR 
surfaces N ( p , , p , )  for ten projections between the [OlO] and [110] directions of a 
single crystal of Cr a t  323 K (i.e. the paramagnetic phase) with an experimental 
resolution of about 0.2 au. These workers have reconstructed p27(p) from their 
measured data sets N ( p , , p , ) ,  and have presented their results [15] in a form similar 
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Figurc 4 Plol of lhe surface 

through the r poinl in (a) 
the (Wl)  plane and (b) lhe 
(110) plane of paramagnetic Cr 

P ~ ~ ( P ~ , P ~ , P ~  = 0)  passing 

.-_ (band electrons only). 

to figures 2, 3(a) and 4(a )  shown here. We have presented their results for the 
reconstructed p2’(p) along the [lOO], [110] and [l l l]  directions in figure 6. When 
compared to the present results (figure 2), it is observed that the general shape of 
the two momentum distributions along the [lo01 direction is very similar in the region 
p > 0.35 au (or 2.5 m a d )  with the concavity in the range p = 0.g1.3 au arising out 
of the third-band octahedral hole pocket (hJ centred at the point H. Kubota et al [U] 
have reported a prominent peak in pz7(p)  around p = 0 (figure 6) and have ascribed 
it to the fourth-band electron jack (e4) centred at the point r. However, this band, 
emanating from I’zs,, does not possess the correct symmetry to contribute to pz’(p) in 
the first BZ [Sl] and thus the present theoretical curves for p2’(p) show a rather flat 
behaviour from p = 0.0 to p = 0.35 au. We feel that the peak observed by Kubota et 
a1 [U] in their reconstructed two-photon momentum distribution (TPMD) for 0 < p < 
0.3 au might be an effect of propagation of correlated noise [52, 531 present in their 
reconstruction scheme. It may be pointed out that we have avoided superimposing 
theoretical curves (figure 2) on the experimental curves (figure 6) because, in addition 
to the normalization problem, our IPM theory did not contain a contribution from 
core electrons (although it is rather small) or e++- many-body correlations. Our 
main aim in comparing theory with experiment is to look for the structures that can be 
related to the Fermi surface (FS) topology for a better understanding of their origin. 

It is further observed that, compared to experiment (figure 6). theoretical p2’(p) 
curves display much sharper structures along the [110] and [l l l]  directions (figure 
2). The same conclusion is drawn when the contour plot in figure 5(a) is compared 
with a similar plot reported by Kubota et al [U]. Possible explanations for these 
differences could be: (i) theory overestimating the dimensions of the hole pockets 
centred at N and H because non-local effects have been neglected and/or (ii) the 
e++- many-body correlations and the effects of the instrumental resolution function 
(RVHM = 0.2 au) as well as the reconstruction scheme smoothing the sharp disconti- 
nuities. A similar observation was made in the case of V when theoretical p2’(p) was 
compared with that reconstructed from experimental 2D ACAR data sets [53]. Perhaps 
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Contour plots of p ' ~ ( p )  in 
paramagnetic Cr (band eleclmns only) in (0) 

the (001) plane, (b) lhe (110) plane and (c) 
the (112) plane passing through the r point. 
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P (0.U.l- 

Flgure 6. Experimental pz’(p) in para- 
magnetic Cr ~mnslructed by Kubota et 
a1 [IS] from their m ~ c m  data along (a) 
the [IOO], ( b )  the [I101 and (c) the [ l l l ]  
direhiom 

P z l  m r d d l - -  

Fkgure 7. Difference ID ACAR CUN- AN( , , )  in 
paramagnetic CI lor the ([I101 - [ICQ]), ([Ill] - [lIO]) and 
([Ill] - [IW]) directions. The full CUN- denote the pracnt 
theory while the full circles represent experimental data [lo]. 
The momentum scale is in mrad (milliradians) with 1 mrad 
= mc x IO-’ = 0.137 au. 

a reconstruction of pz’(p) in other planes not passing through the r points (see 
figures 2-7 in [28]) can help to throw further light on some of these. aspects. 

Ib compare the present theory further with experiment, we have computed 
the 1D ACAR curves N ( p , )  from p Z y ( p )  and have plotted the difference curves 
A N ( p , )  = (A’,,,- N,,), etc, in figure 7. Also shown in figure 7 are the experimen- 
tal A N ( p , )  curves measured by Shiotani er a1 [lo]. It is observed that there is good 
agreement between experiment and theory for the (Ill01 - [lOO]) directions (figure 7) 
even though the theory is not corrected for the et+- many-body correlations. The 
agreement between experiment and theory for the ([lll] - [110]) and ([lll] -[loo]) 
directions is satisfactory, with theory showing similar trends but overestimating the 
A N  values. Similar discrepancies were observed when the experimental data were 
compared with the APW theory [lo] and they have been attributed to the effects of 
strongly d-like bands. It may be pointed out that even A J ,  the difference Compton 
profile curves, associated with the [lll] direction showed large discrepancies between 
experiment and theory [9], which were ascribed to the anistropic e-+- correlations. 
Similarly, it has been shown that in paramagnetic Cr the e++- many-body correla- 
tion effects depends on the 1 value (s or p or d) of the state [13, 141 and that the 
tZ orbitals have large (72%) occupation along [lll], the nearest-neighbour directions 
[97. The observed differences between the present theory and experiment for A N  
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involving ( [ l l l ]  - [llo]) and ( [ l l l ]  - [loo]) directions (figure 7) can, therefore, be 
ascribed to the effect of e++- many-body correlations. 

At this stage a more detailed discussion of the e + e -  many-body correlation ef- 
fects in paramagnetic Cr is in order. In the case of alkali metals it is usual to include 
these effects by multiplying p 2 7 ( p ) ,  calculated in the IPM, by an isotropic enhance- 
ment factor ~ ( p ) .  Kahana [54] proposed that for a positron in a free-electron gas 
one can write 

4 P )  = a + b(P/PFP + 4 P / P d 4  (1) 
where the values of the constants a , b  and c depend on the electron density and 
p ,  ( p  < p F )  is the free-electron Fermi momentum. Although (1) has found 
widespread applications in the case of simple metals, its validity for non-simple met- 
als is questionable. In particular, a different kind of enhancement is required for 
transition metals because of the presence of conduction bands and d bands and their 
hybridization. One solution to this problem was the energydependent ‘Kahana-like’ 
enhancement factor [55, 561: 

where the energies E and Fermi energy E, were counted from the bottom of the con- 
duction band. Application of (2) to the ZD ACAR for Cu led to  excellent agreement 
between theory and experiment after the core-electron contribution to theoretical 
p27(p) was reduced by a factor of five. In the case of other transition metals the 
energy-dependent formula (2) was modified [13, 14, 411 by introducing I-dependent 
coefficients to obtain 

€’(E)  = a + b(E/E, )  + c (E/E , ) ’  (2) 

~ i ( r )  = ai + bir + CIY’ + dlr3 (3) 
where I = 0, 1, 2, 3 for s, p, d and f states respectively, a,, b , , q  and d ,  are ad- 
justable parameters and ? = ( E  - Emin)/( E, - Em!”) and Emi, is the energy of 
the lowest band at k = 0. While interpreting the ZD ACAR curves, the enhancement 
parameters a,, etc, were determined by a least-squares fit between experiment and 
theory. Using this phenomenological approach the Geneva group [13, 141 analysed 
their ZD ACAR data for V, Cr, Fe and Ni, and found that there is deenhancement 
of the localized d states and positive enhancement for the s-p states. In the case of 
paramagnetic Cr Genoud [14] found that the core contribution to p z 7 ( p )  had to be 
reduced to &70% and the d-electron states were then de-enhanced. 

Matsumoto and Wakoh [25] studied the e++- many-body correlation effects in 
paramagnetic Cr by using two different phenomenological approaches. The first or 
the statedependent approach was similar to that used by the Geneva group 113, 14, 
411, and it used separate enhancement factors for the s-p and d electrons. The sec- 
ond approach was called the character-dependent correction, and was applied to the 
partial (I-dependent) wavefunctions of electrons coupled to the positron. In both ap- 
proaches the enhancement parameters were determined by obtaining a best fit of the 
theoretical (using the APW method) ZD ACAR curves to the experiment. These authors 
observed that in the case of paramagnetic Cr the best fit resulted in a deenhancement 
of d-state electrons relative to the s-p states with the core-electron contribution to 
p 2 7 ( p )  being reduced to about 50%. It was further observed that the character- 
dependent factors provided better agreement with experiment, thus suggesting that 
the enhancement correction should be applied in T-space. 

Such corrections in r-space have also been developed by Daniuk et a1 [57] and 
Jarlborg and Singh [58] by using a local-density approach. The method followed 
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by Daniuk et a1 [57] was based on the Thomas-Fermi approach, and it considered 
energy-dependent enhancement factors as a function of local electron density, taking 
into a m u n t  the local kinetic energy of the electron states. By applying this method 
for the calculation of 2D ACAR in Zn, it was shown [57] that a better agreement with 
experiment was obtained by their theory as compared to the IPM theory. In the local- 
density approach followed by Jarlborg and Singh [58], the enhancement correction 
was found by solving the SchrMinger equation for the interaction potential between 
electron and positron. An application of their local enhancement correction to V, Ni 
and Pd showed an improvement over the IPM results with the enhancement depending 
on the d-hand occupation. However, the local-density approaches of Daniuk et a1 [57] 
and Jarlborg and Singh [58] did not lead to a perfect agreement between theory and 
experiment, thus indicating that the e + - c  many-body correlation corrections have 
not been completely understood. 

An examination of all these attempts to calculate the e++- many-body enhance- 
ment effects leads to the following conclusions for 3d metals: (i) The enhancement 
correction is certainly not described by Kahana's formula (1). (ii) The enhancement 
correction is energy- and !-dependent. (iii) The contribution by the core electrons 
to pz'(p) may have to be reduced by a factor a. (iv) In the case of some band- 
structure calculations, it may be necessary to displace the Fermi energy ( EF) by AE 
(- few mRyd) to obtain a better agreement with the experimental Fermi surface 
[13, 581. The enhancement corrections are also changed by this procedure. (v) The 
enhancement effects depend on the position of EF relative to the centre of d bands 
[58]. (iv) Various parameters a,, b, ,  c, ,  d ,  ( 1  = 0, 1, 2 , .  . .), a ,AE,  etc, have to be 
determined by obtaining a best fit between theory and experiment. 

It is, therefore, clear that, although the e++- many-hody correlation effects play 
a minor but sensitive role in interpreting the 2D ACAR data for transition metals, it 
is diHicult to calculate them ab initio. 'Ib achieve success with any phenomenological 
approach one will require numerical data sets N ( p , ,  p,) from a 2~ ACAR experiment 
so that a best fit between theory and experiment is obtained with the help of several 
parameters involved. In view of the fact that numerical data sets of experimental 2D 
ACAR for paramagnetic Cr were not available to us, we have not carried out any com- 
parison between the present theory and experiment [ll-141 using a phenomenological 
approach. However, we present the h-space momentum distributions obtained from 
our results for p2'(p) in figure 8, and they can be useful to compare similar graphs 
obtained from the experimental 2D ACAR data by Lock-CrispWest folding [59]. Fig- 
ure 8 brings out the familiar features of the Fermi surface topology in paramagnetic 
Cr. We have also calculated the B2'( z )  curves by taking the Fourier transform of 
N ( p , ) .  These curves along the (lOO), (110) and (111) directions are not presented 
here, but they show general shapes similar to the B ( z )  curves of figure 3, with the 
differences being attributed to the effects of positron wavefunction [60]. 

4. Summary and conclusions 

Theoretical calculation of p ( p )  and p z y ( p )  in paramagnetic Cr has been performed 
using the LCGO method and the same set of electron wavefunctions. Various structures 
observed in these momentum distributions are discussed in terms of the topology Of 
the Fermi surface. The theoretical pz'(p) is compared with the experimental results 
obtained by Kubota el a1 [U] from reconstruction of pz ' (p)  from the 2D ACAR data. 
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The E G O  method, within the IPM, is found to provide a satisfactory basis to calculate 
these momentum distributions. The discrepancies observed between the experiment 
and LCGO theory have been observed previously by the APW theory. These discrepan- 
cies arise out of the inadequate description of the Fermi surface, e-+- correlations 
and e++- many-body correlations within the IPM and not because of inadequacies 
of the LCGO theory vis-&vis the APW theory. 
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